A low mass N;r enhancement in the diffractive process ;rN--7;r (N;r) is studied in the framework of an absorptive two-component model that consists of the pion exchange DrellHiida-Deck amplitude corrected by the final state interaction as a background term and of a direct resonance production amplitude. The absorption is introduced as unitarily corrections and given by ;rN elastic scattering. Comparison of model predictions with the data at 16
Many experimental analyses on the spin and helicity structures of low mass enhancements produced in inelastic diffraction scattering have given rise to some fundamental questions on hadron spectroscopies, especially that of unnatural parity mesons, based on the quark model. To take a step to resolve these questions we study in this paper a l'lrc system produced cliffrz,ctively, because we have much information on the JV-;r resonances through the formation experiments which are not applicable for the unnatural parity mesons. \Ve studied in a previous paper 11 (referred to as I) the unabwrbed twocomponent model, which consists of the D,-ell-Hiida-Deck 21 (DHD) amplitude with an elementary pion exchange corrected by the fmal state 1V;: resonance interaction and the direct resonance pwduction amplitude conserving t-channel helicity. Here we assumed that the pion pole is not dual to the prominent resonances up to the third resonance and then able to be added to ti1e direct resonances without dubious double counting.
(See § 5-l in I.)
In this paper we study the absorptiYe effects in the t-wo-component model along the line described in § 5-2 of I for the process r:iV->rc (1V1r) where l'vf. Uehara our treatment of the absorptive correction.
The main results of the two-component model are summarized as follows:
(1) The t distribution develops a break at I tl =0.5 Ge V 2 for w::;l.3 Ge V, but it has no clear structure for W>1.5 Ge V. This is just the expected behavior (2) (3) (4) but the break seems to occur a little far from the expected point.
The magnitudes and shapes of the mass distributions in different t bins are well reproduced for I tl <0.3 Ge V 2 •
The decay angular distributions such as du I d cos e, du I d¢ and cos() vs ¢ in the Gottfried-Jackson frame 61 are roughly reproduced.
As for partial cross sections with the same spin J, the absorptive effect is larger for the unnatural parity state than for the natural one. The effect becomes small as J becomes large.
(5) Signs and magnitudes of the resonance terms turn out to be favorable to the natural parity resonances. This paper is planned as follows: In the next section the unitarity conditions for a two-to-three body reaction and their on-shell solutions are discussed. The absorptive effects in the background and resonance terms are separately discussed in § 3. In § 4 the absorbed two-component model is compared with the data.
Finally in § 5 some comments are given for the nucleon exchange and recent results on the nucleon dissociation. § 2. Unitarity equations and on-shell solutions
The unitarity equation for our reaction, """ + 1Vb---+iTc + (N17T2) d 1s written as where the particles 1 and 2 compose the low mass dissociated system d and I:; means the sum of possible combinations of two among the three final particles. Non-diffractive multiparticle states, which can contribute to the unitarity equation, are considered to construct a bare pomeron or other Regge poles and our bubbles in Eq. (2 ·1). At least one of them always includes the pomeron exchange, so that we no longer consider such multiparticle intermediate states. The first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (2 ·1) represents the final state interactions in the two-particle channels, the second term the final state interaction through connected three-body scattering and the last the initial state interaction. The kinematics of our process is depicted in Fig. 1 .
2-1 The final state interaction by connected three-body scattering and initial state interaction
We approximate connected three-body scattering as follows: The particles 1 and 2 compose a "particle" d at first and then d is scattered diffractively from c as depicted in Fig. 2 (a). We make some assumptions on diffractive de scattering.
( 
where >ve have used the following expression for S ( s, b): f/.N. Since it is difficult to estimate the off-shell part properly, we include it into the resonance production term, which is written as
where /3!.;.~12 is the production amplitude and is parameterized as
where a/= 0.3 Ge y-z and C,,/'" is the coupling term at pomeron-nucleon-resonance vertex multiplied by the strength of the 7r7!-pomeron coupling. The t-channel helicity conservation was assumed for C>f'·" in I and is also assumed here.
The unitarity condition on the 7rc.N1 channel is similarly treated as for the unitarity conditions in the N 17!2 channel. The unitarity equation represented 111
terms of the partial wave amplitude in the (cl) rest frame is written as
where s" = (p, + Pc) 2 and u' = (Pz-Pb) 2 , j and A are the spin and its helicity of the (c1) system. Using the partial wave of the DHD amplitude as the inhomogeneous term we have under the on-shell approximation
or 111 the convolution integral form 
3-1 Absorptive effects in the B-terms
The most conspicuous effect by the absorption 1s revealed in the structure of the t distributions which are shown in Fig. 3 . A break occurs at t"-'-0. • ""• for u=- .8
.8 for lV = 1.2 Ge V but it fades away gradually as 1V increases. We can see how the break depends on vV by decomposing the total t distributions into the partial cross sections. They are displayed in Fig. 4 for vV = 1.2 and 1.5 Ge V.
In general a natural parity state has a steeper slope and a structure at smaller
It I compared with an unnatural parity state when J is the same. The cross section of the natural parity state is, therefore, much less than that of the unnatural parity state except for very small I tl region. The partial cross section with the larger J shovvs the more obscure structure when the naturality (J is fixed, because of the larger contributions from the helicity flip components. At small 1V the partial cross sections with J = 1/2 saturate almost the total t distribution and the break appears reflecting that of the S 1 state. At high W, on the contrary, the J = 1/2 cross sections alone cannot saturate the total cross section and the break due to the S' state is masked by the P 3 state and so on. Thus there appears the dependence characteristic of the structure of the t distribution on vV.
The above behavior is expected, but the break occurs a little far from the expected point in t. Therefore the cross section falls by orders of magnitude larger than two at 1V = 1.2 Ge V from the max1mum at t=O, that is too small compared to the experimental data. 3 l
The situation is hardly remedied if we increase the absorption strength Ao by A0/2, which is considered to correspond roughly to the absorption due to the rrcN1 channel unitarity discussed in § 2-2. In order to get better fits it would be 
3-2 Absorptive effects in the R-terms

4-1 Determination of the strengths of the R-terms
The first problem is how to determine the coupling constants, CM, of the R-terms, which are essentially only parameters left undetermined in our model. The mass distribution by our B-terms alone has shallow dips irrespectively of values of t at both the second and third resonance regions owing to the rescattering corrections by the second and third resonances themselves, since the on-shell approximation is adopted. Such dips are to be filled in by the R-terms.
Let us first consider the third resonance region where ~V = 1.6~ 1.8 Ge V and three resonances are taken into account, the F 15 (1.69), D 15 (1.67) and S11 (1. 70) resonances. The angular distribution in cos f) shows a forward and backward peaks with a strong asymmetry. The forward-backward asymmetry seems to be strengthened as It I increases. In general the interference between two amplitudes with the same (opposite) naturality (ies) produces a forward (backward) enhancement when they have similar phases to each other. When they have opposite phases, the enhancement is reversed. The case that both C 512 ' ± have the same sign is therefore ruled out, because both the D 15 and F 15 resonances and both the background terms vvith J = 5/2 have similar phases, respectively. We examine two cases, the dominance of the natural parity resonances (NPR) and the unnatural ones (UPR), that is, the case C 512 ' +>o and the case C 512 ' ->o. In both the cases the maxima of the mass distributions lie just below the position of the resonances introduced because of the constructive interference between the R-and B-terms as discussed in I. As for the S11 (1.70) resonance, the case C 112 ' ->o is favorable for the case UPR because its contribution enhances the forward peak as well as the baclnvard one. In order not to enhance the backward region only we take a small magnitude but a negative value for C 112 ' -in the case NPR. Since the sll (1.70) resonance is combined with the sll (1.53) resonance by the unitarity condition it should be noted that the above choices of C 112 ' -determine the behavior of the S 1 state at lower masses, too.
Next let us consider the contribution from the D 13 resonance. We can see the apparent peak at 1V~1.52 Ge V in the experimental mass distributions at not so small It I. It seems impossible to attribute this peak to the P 1 or S 1 state because these states have large background due to the pion exchange and the interference between the background and the resonance term gives rise to a too large shift of the maximum in the mass distribution. We are, therefore, to take a large value of C 312 ' + for both the NPR and UPR cases. In the former case a positive value of C 312 ' + continues to enhance the forward region in cos(} from The sign of C 112 ' -discussed above is in favor of a positive value of C 112 ' + in the NPR case and a negative one in the UPR case from the height of the mass distribution at W = 1.2"--' 1.3 Ge V. The strengths we examine are tabulated in Table I . we cannot recover such too fast falling by the R-terms which have more gentle slopes than those of the B-terms, since the R-term is too small there.
4-2 Distributions by the two-component model
The mass distributions in different t bins are shown in Fig. 9 . The NPR coupling scheme has good correspondence between the calculated mass distributions and the data for It 1<0.3 Ge V 2 • It seems to be unavoidable for the UPR case that there appears a dip at lV 1.45 Ge V and a broad peak centered at w~1.6 Ge V. The reason is threefold: (1) The destructive interference between the R-and B-terms in the D" state makes a peak at lV>l.52 GeV and an asymmetric shape of the mass distribution, a steep rise to and a gentle fall from its peak. (2) The constructive interference in the D 5 state, on the contrary, makes a peak at TV <1.67
Ge V and a gentle rise to and a steep fall from its peak (3) The positive value for C 112 ' + enhances the S 1 state at lV<1.7 Ge V. The shape o:f the mass distributions is in favor of the NPR coupling scheme over the UPR coupling scheme.
4-2-2 Decay angular distributions
The trends indicated by the data on cos {} distribution in the smallest I t I bin are as follows: (1) There are clear forward dips at small masses. This suggests that the evasive r5 coupling at the N1Vrr vertex is revealed. 1s so. But it is difficult to get such phase relations by real CM' s.
The calculated ¢ distributions show conspicuous peaks centered at ¢ = rr except for the fifth mass bin. These peaks are dominantly due to the B-terms, since the original R-terms are assumed to conserve t-channel helicity and the absorptive effects do not alter this property drastically. Experimental ¢ distributions in the lowest I t I bin seem to show hardly clear peaks at ¢ = rr except for the fourth mass bin, but the data 3 ' on I tl >0.06 Ge V 2 show the peaks centered at ¢ = rr except for the fifth mass bin. A two-dimensional distribution of the cos (} vs ¢ decay angles is displayed in Fig. 15 . Since the contribution from the R-terms is not so much in this region, the difference comes from the B-term from the pion exchange DHD amplitude. Using (Yzm),
<o 2 dt oddl which also holds for do I d~VIcose>o· The pion exchange DHD amplitude with the <o r5 coupling, i.e., v-t' factor, produces a forward dip in cos(} distribution at small It I as shown in Fig. 10 in § 4-2-2. As It I increases, the kinematically allowed minimum of I t'l becomes large as discussed in I and then the effect of v-t' factor fades away. This is the reason of our result. § 5. Discussion
5-1 Role of the nucleon exchange DHD amplitude
It has been recently pointed oue 2 ) that needed is another exchange graph, an nucleon exchange one in our case, as well as the usual pion exchange graph to describe the low mass diffractive dissociation. One of main reasons for need of the exchange graph besides the pion exchange is an explanation of the cross-over phenomena, which appear to be supported by experiments. 13 l The nucleon exchange term is expected to play a role to give a better explanation for the cos(} vs ¢ distribution.14l Here we want to point out that the shape of do I dQ given by the nucleon exchange only does not simply coincide with the naively expected one got from do I dQ given by the pion exchange alone by replacing (J___,rr-(}and ¢---'>TC + ¢, when the diffractive rrN scattering part used in the nucleon exchange DHD model conserves the s-channel helicity. In this case the ¢ distribution has its maximum at ¢=rr similar to that by the pion exchange term. Thus the nucleon exchange term cannot always play a role complementary to the pion exchange. This can also be seen in the vertex the backward enhancement is already produced by the pion exchange at small 1V. The dominant partial waves of the nucleon exchange term have roughly the same phases as those of the pion exchange term, so that addition of the nucleon exchange term to the pion exchange one enhances the backward region too much. It seems to be somewhat difficult to take into account of the whole of the nucleon exchange term. The detailed discussion on the role of the nucleon exchange will be published elsewhere. 15 ) 5-2 Comments on the jJartial wave analysis of the reaction ~:N->;-::(lv~:rc)
The partial wave analysis of the lovv mass p;r+;:-system has been performed through the isobar model by the Bonn-Humburg-Miinchen Collaboration.l6J In their analysis, they stated that the JP = 1/2+ contributions do not show any particular structure up to a (pr: ;-::-) mass of 2 Ge V in contrast to the JP = 3/2-contributions vvhich display a distinct structure. However, we wonder from our point of view that there is not a resonance contribution at all in the JP = 1/2 contributions.
Let us consider the DHD model for the process pjJ~jJ(tJ++;:-), where the spin of the spectator proton is ignored. Since the j++p;r vertex gives no extra -t' dependence, the partial wave projection of the DHD amplitude gives a large S-wave which contributes to the D 3 state and a P-wave which has a negative sign relative to the S-wave and contributes to the P 1 state. If the resonance P11 (1.47) interferes destructively with the above background, the mass population for the P 1 state has the maximum above and a dip below the resonance. (Similar behavior was seen in the D 3 state in our UPR case.) As for the JP = 1j2+ state of the jJ8 channel, the constructive interference between the resonance term and the background term shifts the mass peak below the resonance. Such patterns seem to be observed.
